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EVALUATION OF BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
RESTORED BY GRINDING
by R. J. Parker, E. V. Zaretsky, and S. M.._Chen
NASA Lewis Research Center
ABSTRACT
A joint program was undertaken by the NASA Lewis Research Center and
the Army Aviation Systems Command to restore by grinding those rolling-¢o
element bearings which are currently being discarded at aircraft engine and
transmission overhaul. Three bearing typ_s were selected from the UH-1
helicopter engine (T-53) and transmission for the pilot program. Groups of
each of these bearings were visually and dimensionally inspected for suitability
_ for restoration. A total of 250 bearings were restored by grinding. Of this
number, 30 bearings from ea_'h type were endurance tested to a TBO of 1600
hours. No bearing failures occurred related to the restoration by grinding
process. The two bearing failures which occurred were due to defective
rolling elements and were typical of those which may occur in new bearings.
_- The restorable component yield to the three groups was in excess of 90 percent.
INTRODUCTION
- The last three decades have seen a significant increase in the severity of
- applications in which rolli,,g-element bearings are expected to function reliabl_
" and with long life. Rolling-element bearings are now required to operate, at
much higher speeds and, to a lesser extent, higher temperatures than in the
early 1940's. The increased speed and temperature requirements originated
principally with the advent of the aircraft gas turbine engine. Its development,
" coupled with the appearance of a variety of high-speed turbine-driven machines,
has resulted in a wide range of rolling-element bearing requirements for ma,m.
shaft, accessory and transmission applications.
Classical rolling-element fatigue which is of subsurface origin has been
considered the prime life limiting factor for lx_lling-element bearings a!lhough
*U.S. Army Aviations Systems Command, St. Louis, Mo.
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2actually less than 1_' percent of them fail by fatigue. With pro, per ciesi_,m, handling,
installation, lubrication, and system clcaniiness, a r¢,lhng-element bearing wtil
eventually fail by fatigue. Because fatigue results from material weaknesses, re-
search to improve material quality has been a continuing activity. The remaining
90 percent of the failures are due to causes such as lubricant flow interruption,
lubricant contamination, lubricant detel_ioration, excessive dirt ingestion, im-
proper bearing installation, incorrect mounting fits, mishandling o£ bearings prior
to installation, installing a contaminated bearing, manufacturing defects, ring
growth in service, and corrosion.
Nonmetallic inclusions are one cause of classical rolling-element fatigue
(refs. 1 to 5). Basic inclusion types include sulfides, aluminates, silicates,
and globular oxides. These inclusions may act as stress raisers similar to
notches in tension and compression specimens or in rotating beam specimens.
Incipient cracks emanate from these inclusions (fig. 1), enlarge and propagate
under repeated stresses forming a network of cracks which form into a fatigue
spall or pit (fig. 2). In general, the cracks propagate in a plane appro:_imately
45 ° to the normal; that is, they appear to be in the plane of maximum shearing
stress. In addition to nonmetallic inclusions, large carbides can act as stress
raisers and nucleate fatigue cracks (refs. 6 and 7).
One method for increasing rolling-element bearing life, reliability and
load capacity is to eliminate or reduce nonmetallic inclusions, entrapped gases,
and trace elements. Melting steel in a vacuum provides large ;fie improve-
ments (refs. 8 to 10). Double vacuum-melted bearing steel, now commercially
available, is processed with the first heat being vacuum inducti,:n melted (VIM).
The mate_'al is subsequently vacuum arc remelted (VAR). The result is a
material with marked reductions in nonmetalhc inclusions, gas content, and
trace impurities (ref. 11). Tests with 120-mm bore ball bearings made from
VIM-VAR AISI M-50 steel produced fatigue lives at least seven times that
achieved l_y vacuum arc remelted steel (rei. 12). ttence, the probability of
subsurface fatigt_e can be greatly minimized within current TBO intervals and
bearing steel state-of.-the-art.
Failure by the other m¢,d,, s enumerated ab.=ve ar,: fer the 7n')st part non.-
predictable and tend to be surface as _:.i,p,=.sedtc subsurtace _r,ginated. In
general, these failures due to surface orig'mated defects, )ccur much earlier
than those failures due to classical r,_lling.-element fatigue (refs. t3 to 15). As
a result, in aircraft engine and transmission applications, a large number of
bearings are discarded at overhaul or during periodic maintenance. This
OR.I(IINA):
, - a,1, tG
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3results in millions of dollars in bea rags which have to be replaced anually. In
addition, critical alloying elements such as molybdenum, manganese, chromium,
nickel, and vanadium are consumed.
In order to reduce costs and conserve materials by reusing bearings, bear-
Ing rewox_ has been performed both in private industry and within the U.S. Gov-
ernment on a limited basis. Basically, bearing rework as currently practiced
comprises the following steps (ref. 16)'_
1. Replace defective balls or roller sets with new balls or rollers that
match the original parts with respect to size, tolerance, finish, sphericity,
hardness, and material. The bearings are then reassembled and checked for
radial and axial clearance and, where required, contact angle.
2. Defective retainers are replaced. Alternately, silver plating from
original retainers are removed, and the retainers are nondestructively in-
spected and replated to original specifications.
3. Ball and roller raceways are polished to remove, superficial corrosion
or other shallow surface defects. The rcworked bearing surfaces are then
checked for profile, concentricity, surface finish, and metallurgical integrity.
4. The inner- and outer-diameter surfaces of the bearing rings are ground
and replated to original drawing specification.
5. Duplex and multiple stack bearing sets are rematched in accordance
with original specifications using individual bearings from rejected or failed sets.
The aforesaid method retains subsurface damage in the used bearing race-
ways which may propagate to fatigue failures and thus limit the reworked bearings'
life and reliability. Reworking of any kind which involves significant removal of
material (and thus this damage) from bearing raceways has been avoided in pre-
vious refurbishing or reworking techniques.
'12ae program reported herein was undertaken to investigate the endurance
characteristics of aircraft turbine en_,4ne and transmission bearings whose race-
ways were restored by grinding. The primary objectives were to (1) determine
the yield of bearings suitable for restoring by grinding_ (2) determine the endur-
ance characteristics of restored bearings under s!mulat_,d operating condition:_;
(3) determine post-test condition ef the restored bearings; and (4) establish a
specification for bearing restoration by raceway grinding.
BEARING SELECTION FOR RESTORATION
Three bearing types were selected from the I'H-.I }_elicopter engine and
transmission for the p_xJgram of restoration by grinding. ']he ¢'ritcrk_ for
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selec,tion were (a) bore, of 50=ram or larger and (b) acquisition uost to the Gov-
ernment of $50.00 or greater. Baseci on information furnished by the Corpus
Chrisi Army Depot, the bearings selected had among the highest replacement
rates during normal maintenance and overl_aul. The bearings and their Federal
Stock and component engine part numbers are listed in table I.
The 210-size (_0-mm bore) split inner-ring ball bearing is shown in fig-
ure 3. These bearings are made from AISI 52100 steel by a single manufac-
turer. The.bearing cage or separator which is made from silver-plated bronze
is of a one-piece design and is inner-land riding. These are mainshaft bear-
ings from the front compressor position of the T-53 gas turbine engine. Engine
operating conditions for the bearing include a speed of 24 000 rpm and a thrust
load of 450 pov.nds. Bearing oil-in temperature in the engine is approximately
200 ° F and oil-out temperature is between 250 ° to 300 ° F. A total of 150 of
these bearings were sent by the overhaul depot to be inspected for restoraUon. !
The 111-size (55-mm bore) cylindrical rotler bearings shown in figure 4
are manufactured by two separate manufacturers. The design of each manu-
facturer is sufficiently different whereby interchangability of the bearing com-
ponents is not possible. The bearings are manufactured from AISI M-50 steel.
The bearing cage or separator is a one-piece, silver-plated steel, inner-land
riding design. These bearings are from the T-53 gas turbine eng2ne rear com-
pressor position. Operating loads are nominal for this bearing. They arc con-
sidered to be under a light radial load. The maximum bearing speed is 24 000
rpm. Bearing oil-in temperature in the engine is approximately 200 ° I: and
• oil-out temperature is approximately 350 ° F. A total of 121 of these bearings
were sent by the overhaul depot to bc inspected for restoration.
The third bearing type was the triplex ball bearing set shown in figure 5.
:" Eighty-six sets of these bearings were sent to be inspected for restoration.
These are 7216-size (80-mm bore) angular-contact ball bearings which are
mounted on the input bevel gear pinion shaft of the I!IT-I helic'optcr transmis-
sion. The bearings are manufactured from AISI M-50. They have a onc-
- piece, silver-plated steel, immr-race riding cage. Opt,rating conclition_ in the,
..
helicopter for the triplex set include a radial load of 3175 pounds and a thrust
:"- load of 4274 pounds at a speed of 6600 rpm. All tht_,bearings in the set arc
match ground with a 100-pound preload. There are two manufacturers of
this bearing. However, each manufacturerVs design is similar which allows for
complete interchangeability. ]
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INSPECTION OF REM()VED BEARINGS
A total of 529 bearings of the three types were subjected tc inspection
to determine suitability and yield for restoring by grinding. These included
1.50 split inner-ring ball bearings (210-size), 121 cylindrical roller bearings
(ill-size), and 86 triplex sets of the angular-contact ball bearings (7216-size).
The inspection proc_,dure consisted of visual and dimensional inspections in-
: cluding ring diameters, flatness, roundness, hardness, magnaflux for flaws,
raceway surface conditions (spalling, wear, etc.), and general suitability of
all components for restoring by grinding. The restorable bearing yield per-
cents are given in table II for the three bearing types.
Of the 150 split-inner-ring ball bearings inspected, 145 were judged
restorable for a yield of 96.7 percent. On the basis of restorable compo-
nents, the yield was 98.2 percent. The general appearance of this group of
bearings was excellent. Raceway tracks were light and balls and separators
were in good condition except for some oil varnish deposits on separator
lands and ball pockets. The five bearings that were judged non-restorable
had defects including fatigued raceways, corrosion, or bore and/or outside
diameters (O. D.) greater than 0. 001 inch out of tolerance. The incidence of
bore and O.D. variance from print tolerance was high at 47.3 percent. Some
of this variance is explainable by gaging discrepancies in cases were 0. 0001
Inch off-print dimension was noted, ttowever, 28 of these bearings had rings
out of tolerance from 0. 0002 to 0. 001 inch but were judged restorable since
these bore and O.D. surfaces could be plated and reground to print dimen-
sions. Only one bearing was non-restorable solely because of out-of-
tolerance rings. Fifty of the 145 restorable bearings were randomly chosen
to be restored by grinding.
These bearings are made of AISI 52100 steel, which may be expected to
experience dimensionnl changes in turbine-engine mainshaft positions where
soak back temperatures near 400 ° F may be expected, Generally, the use of
AISI M-50 steel for mainshaft bearings is recommended.
The 121 cylindrical r¢ller bearings consisted of 54 from manufact'._rcr A
and 67 from manufacturerB. The number of bearings judged rf,storablewerc
52 and 62, respectively, for yields of 9(i.3 and 92.5 percent, r¢_speetivclv
and an overail yield of 94.2 percent. On the basis of r_,stcrablt, components,
the yield was 96.7 percent. The general appearanee of these bearings w,_s
excellent. Raceway tracks were light, and the rollers and separators w_.rc in
good condition except for some oil val'nish deposits on the s(.parator lands _nd
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rc,]b.,r pi,{,k,,ts. 'J'hu s¢.,w.;nb,;nl-Jngs lh;it w(,r(, _udg_,d non-r,,.stori,l)l,: h,i,l (l,,h._,.l.s
including fatigu(:spalling, corrosion, or surface distress on the l-dee.waysand
damaged O. D. surfaces of outer rings. Seventeen of the totalgroup of 12J bear-
ings had bore or O. D. dimensions out of print tolerance, but only three of
these discrepancie_ were greater than 0.0001 inch.
The bearings chose_ for restoring by grLnding were 50 randomly chosen
bearings from the 62 restorable bearings allfrom manufacturer B.
The totalof 86 triplexsets of the angular contact ba__ bearings consisted
of 71 sets from manufacturer C and 15 sets from manufacturer D. The number
af sets judged restorable were 46 and nine, respectively, for yields of 64.8 and
60.0 percent, respectively, and an overall yield of 64.0 percent. The total
number of bearings considered restorable was 207, for an oeerall bearing yield
of 80.2 percent. On the basis of components, that is, rings and cages, the
overall restorable component yield was 91.6 percent.
The general appearance of this group of bearings was much poorer than the
other two groups of bearings inspected. There was a high incidence of corro-
sion and rusting in the raceways. Most of thisapparently occurred after re-
moval from the transmission and could be attributed to insufficientprotection
during or prior to storage. Many of the raceway tracks appeared to have ex-
perienced wear or a change in surface characteristics associated with opera-
tion in dirt or debris contaminated lubricant. The incidence of spalling fatigue
failures was much higher than with the other two groups. Some of this spalling
may have been related to debris damage.
Of the 48 bearings thatwere judged ncn-rest,':,ra_'_e,37 had corrosion
pitted or rusted raceways, two had separatur damage, and nine had raceway
spalling fatigue failures. Three bearings from two triplexsets were not re-
turned for inspection by the overhaul depot, thus accounting for the discrepancy
in quantitiesfrom the totalof 86 tTiplexsets. The spalling fatigue failures
occurred in seven triplex sets, for an 8.1 percent failure rate. Bearings from
24 triplex sets or 27.9 percent had corrosion pittedor rasted raceways.
Only 25 of the 255 bearings inspected had bore or O.D. dimension disc.J.cp-
anctcs greater than 0.0001 inch, but n,'neof these were bad enough tobe judged
non- restotable.
The 50 triplex sets ehcscn fc,r restoring by grinding included sets fl'olnh,_th
manufacturers C and D.
The restorable yield on the basis of comp(ments (rings and sep_rttturs) was
greater than 90 percent for ea('h bearing type inspected, l'or the split-inner-ring
............ ; ._ :..L" {............. _ ......
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ball bearings the restorable component yield was 98.2 percent; for the cylin-
drical roller bearing, 96.7 percent; and for the triplex angular-contact ball
bearings, 91.6 percent.
.. PROCESS OF RESTOIIING BY GRINDING
: Figure 6 shows the relative magnitude of shearing stress as a function o]
depth below the surface. In the zone of maximum resolved shearing stress,
-. which generally occurs from 0. 002 to 0. 006 inch below the surface for most
rolling-element bearing applications, there exists the maximum orthogonal
shearing stress, the maximum octahedral shearing stress, and the maximt, m
shearing stress on a 45 ° plane. Due to the cyclic nature of the shearing
stresses, a fatigue crack will eventually occur within this zone and propagate
into a crack network. This network will eventually lead to spalling and fail-
ure of the raceway bearing surface whereby the bearing is no longer suitable
for the purposes for which it was intended.
In addition to this failure phenomena, damage to the surface can occur
which is caused primarily by dirt and foreign object or wear debris within
the lubrication system and in some instances by corrosion of the raceway
surfaces. This surface damage, in the form of indentations or scratches,
: acts as stress raisers on the bearing raceway surfaces, and also initiates2
fatigue cracks which propagate into crack networks and eventLtally leads to
" spalling.
Where a rolling element such as a ball or a roller fails by spalling,
debris damage generally occurs to the raceways. In addition, where an
inner or outer raceway fails there is generally debris damage to the rolling
elements and the non-failed race. These failure phenomena make the bearing
_ unusable both for continuous application and for subsequent reuse, ttowever,
most of the debris damage occurs at depths less than 9. 002 inch below the
surface of the rolling-element raceways.
: : Another problem in the operation of rolling-element bearings is growth
of the bearing race rings. As an example, the inner or outer races, can gro_,
due to metallurgical transformations or due to hoop stresses during opt, ration.
This growth results in the bearing beinl_ not reusable after removal from its
application,
For aircraft applications, bearings removed at ow,rhaul are usually
. cleaned and visually inspected for defects and dimensional uonformanc'u to print.
.o•
_-- " " , ........ I I
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Be':rings are usually not taken apart, except fllcse which by desigm are
separable. Therefore, impending or minute fatigue spalling cannot be detected
except by hand, feel, or noise testing. Both of the, latter techniques arc very
subjective and can only be used with any degree of success by a bearing manu-.
facturer and only after establishing performance yardsticks on large produc-
tion runs of new bearings.
In general, the rejection rate of bearings removed from turbine engines
and transmission at overhaui is approximately 50 percent. Based upon exper-
ience, less than 10 percent of the bearings removed have failed due to fatigue.
Therefore, 90 percent of those rejected bearings can be restored by grinding
the raceways and thus reused since the raceway damage causing rejection is i
usuallymuch more superficialthanfatiguefailuredamage, i
In order to restore bearings economica]ly, it is necessary to start a pro- I
duction run of components when a minim ,m economic lot size of components
has been accumulated. A lot is then processed utilizing process-travelers
and manufacturing drawings in same manner as a manufacture of new bear-
ings. Some quantity of bearings received for restoring have non-restorable
components. These are scrapped. The restorable components are stored in
a "parts bank" from which interchangeable components will be drawn to make
an economic lot size for restoring.
Bearings rejected for reuse in application are disassembled into its com-
ponent parts. These components are visually inspected, and the hardness of
the bearing races are measured. The bearing components are either put
aside for restoring or scrapped.
Those components determined to be restorable are dimensionally inspec-
ted. Where necessary, the bearing faces, bores, and outer diameters are
ground and either nickel or chrome plated to a thickness that will allow the
surfaces to be reground to the original print dimensions.
Both inner and outer raceways are ground to a depth not exceeding the
maximum depth of the maximum resolved shearing stress under their maximum
loaded condition but not less than 0. 002 inch. The surfaces finish is matntaim,d
to its original print specification. The bearing is then refitted with hey' rolling
elements of a diameter equal to the diameter of the t,l,.,mcnts previously ¢.on-
tained in the bearing plus twice the depth of regrinding.
For ball bearings the effective race curvature is identical to the original
dimensions within significant mathematical values. The original values of con-.
Lact angles, resting angle, and radial clearance remain urn.hanged. Although
1976019424-TSA10
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the restoredbearing ¢,ontainsov[:rsizeballsand oversize raeeway,_,thetotal
effectivegeometry,of thebearing has not been changed, and consequently,the
contactstressleveland calculatedbearing lifeof the restoredbearing willbe
essentiallyidenticalto thatof theoriginalbearing. The bearing separatoris
strippedof itssilverplating,where applicable,inspectedfor cracks and re-
plated. The new, oversized rollingelements are placedwithinthe separator,
and thebearing is reassembled.
,! For cylindricalrollerbearingstheprocedure as outlinedabove isthe same
with the exceptionthatthe rollerlengthas well as the rollerdiameter are in-
creased by a value twiceof the depthof regrinding.
Referringto figure6, the locationef the zone ofmaximum resolved
shearing stressin the innerand outer raceways afterregrindingis displaced
by a distanceX, and the stressis redistributedaccordingly. The dimension X
shouldbe not less than 0.002 inchnor more than theoriginalmaximum depth
of the zone of maximum resolved shearingstressatthe maximum load condi--
tionfor thebeaxing. The bearing kinematics, internalclearances,and contact
loads duringoperationremain unchanged. A new volume of materialis being
stressedwhich should resultina lifeor probabilityof survivalequivalentto
thebearing'soriginallifeor survivalprobability.
ENDUI_ NCE TESTING
Endurance tests were performed ill order to evaluate the process of re-
storing by grinding on each of the three bearing types and determine that the
restored bearing will provide lives at least as long as the desired time between
overhaul of 1600 hours. Speed, load, and lubrication conditions were chosen
to be representative of each bearing application. The test conditions are shown
in table III.
Test Apparatus and P rocedure
Each of thebearing typeswere testedintestheads specih,:a!lychosen fov
the particular speed and load conditions. The test f,neilitit..s _vcre capable oJ
continuous running with test interruption only due to bearing failure or inad-
vertent test facility malfunctions. The lut)rieation systems for the throe
facilities had many ,:ommon features, l,:aeh system used MIL-L-23699 Type 11
ester, from single lubricant batches. The test bearings were lubricated by j-ts.
1976019424-TSA11
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The lubricant was recirculated through appropriate heat exchangers to maintain
the desired flow rates and lubricant-in temperatures.
In order to simulate lubricant replenishment due to leakage and evapor'_tion
in engine and gearbox lubrication systems and periodic lubrication changes, the
test facility lubrication systems were periodically drained and refilled with new
lubricant. Also, the lubricant was changed each time at new bearing or bearings
_ were put on test.
Split-inner-ring ball bearing test head. - A sectional view of a test head
used for the 210-size split-inner-ring ball bearings is shown in figure 7. Four
of these test heads were used, each one driven through a quill coupling from a
support spindle driven by fiat belts and 25 horsepower electric motors. One of
each pair of test bearings was mounted in a floating housing and was thrust
loaded against the other with a calibrated hydraulic cylinder.
Lubrication is provided by jets located between the test bearings. Two
test lubrication systems, separate from the support bearing lubrication sys-
tems, were used, each supplying lubricant to two test heads (four test bearings).
Each test lubrication system contained a l_ated 4-gallon sump, a 1.7-gallon
per minute at 100 psi supply pump, a nominal 10-micron absolute filter, and a
turbine type flowmeter. Scavenge from the test housings was by gravity drain
lines. Bearing outer-race temperature and lubricant inlet and outlet tempera-
tures were measured by thermocouples and continuously recorded on a strip chart
recorder. Oil flow rates, spindle speeds, load system pressure, and lubrication
system pressures were periodically recorded. Continuous, unattended 24 hours
:
pc1" 4:'.:, 7 days per week operation wa:_ accomplished.
Cylindrical roller bearing test head. - A section view of a test head used to
test the lll-size cylindrical roller bearings is shown in figure 8. Three of
these test heads were used, each containing four test bearings and two support
ball bearings. '/'he test spindles were driven by 7.5 or 10 horsepower electric
motors and a geared speed increaser. Power was transmitted from motor to
gear box by pulleys and V-belts. Flat belts transmitted power from the gear
box to the test spindle. Each pair of test bearings was radially loaded by a
: spring scale and lever arm arrangement.
Lubricant was supplied to the test bearings through jets located between
each pair of test bearings. Each test head has a separate test lubrication sys-
tem with a heated 4-gallon capacity sump, a supply pump, a water-cooled heat
exchanger, a nominal 10-.micron filter, a volumetric flow meter, and a scav-
angc pump. A separate lubrication system was used fr_r the support bearings.
I
............ _,,-_F
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. 'rest bearing outer--ring temp_',ratures, otl inlet and ,:atlet temperatures we,re
measured with thermoeouples and were continuously recorded on strip charts.
Machine vibration was continuously monitored and in conjunction with several
automatic pressure and temperature monitoring and safety devices: the test rigs
:- were capable of 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, unattended operation.
Angular contact ball bearin_ tc_;t head. - A section view of a test head used
to test the 7216-size angular-contact ball bearings is shown in figure 9. Four
- of these test heads were used, one on each end of two spindles driven through
V-belts with 20 horsepower electric motors. A pair of test bearings were
mounted in each test head in a back-to-back arrangement. The bearings were
thrust loaded against each other by four bolts with a fifth strain-gaged bolt used
to set and monitor the thrust load magnitude. The desired radial load was
applied to each pair of bearings with a dead weight load through a 10 to 1 lever
arm.
• Lubrication is provided by jets located between each pair of test bearings.
A single lubrication system supplied lubricant to all eight bearings tested simul-
• taneously. This lubrication system was separate from the system supplying
lubricant to the load bearings. The system for the test bearings contained a
• ..
heated 12-gallon sump, a 25-gallon per minute supply pump, a constant pros-
: sure bypass system, a water-cooled heat exchanger, a nominal 10-micron full
_ flow filter, and a 30-gallon per minute scavange pump. Lubricant temperatures
: were monitored by thermocouples, and flow rate was monitored by calibrated
visual gages.
Continuous, unattended 24-hour per day, 7 days per week operation was
accomplished utilizing a computer control system. Test bearing outer-ring
temperature, thrust load, and machine vibration were continuously monitored.
- Lubricant inlet and outlet temperatures, oil flow rate, and spindle speed were
periodically monitored.
Test Results
Thirty of each of the three bearing types were chosen at random from the
groups of bearings restored by grinding. These bearings were then tested for
__, endurancc in their respective facilities for a duration of 1600 hours at condi-
tions representative of the specific application. The objective of thc tests was
-=' to demonstrate the capability of the bearings restored by grindl.ng to operate
between overhaul of 1600 hours. This is insatisfactorily
for the desired time
_:!....
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contrast to bearing fatigue testing which is desi_med to run at conditions c,.hoscm
to accelerate spalling fatigue failures.
In each of the three seta of tests, none of the restored bearings expcriunced
failures which could be related to the restoring process. Twenty-eight of the
thirty 7216-size angular-contact ball bearings, 29 of the ill-size cylindrical
roller bearings, and all 30 of the 210-size split-inner ring ball bearing reached
the desired 1600 hour time without failure.
Results with 210-size split-inner-race ball bearing. - The bearings in this
group were from a helicopter turbine engine, front compressor bearing posi-
tion. Eight bearings were tested simultaneously with two bearings in each of
four test heads. In order to complete the 1600 hour duration for 30 bearings,
the final test setup utilized only threu of _he four test heads. The lubricant
volume in the sump was adjusted accordingly.
Subsequent to the successful completion of the 1600 hour tests, the bear-
ings were disassembled and visually inspected. The raceways had visible r_n-
ning tracks typical of bearings rtmning under thrust load. All race surfaces
and ball surfaces were generally discolored from heat and lubricant staining.
The raceway running tracks were discolored to a lesser extent. The condition
of all contacting surfaces including raceways, balls, and cage surfaces was
excellent, with no indications of any detrimental effects of the restoring process
or damage from the endurance testing.
The extent of discoloration on the bearing components suggests that these
bearings were exposed to relatively high temperatures in these tests. The
measured outer race temperatures were in the range of 252 ° to 275 ° F and
averaged about 260 ° F. Oil-out temperature ranged from 235 ° to 265 ° F.
The hardness of the Inner and outer races of several bearings were measured
after disassembly. These bearings included the bearing with the highest outer-
race temperature (275 ° F) (also most discolored bearing) and the bearing with the
lowest outer-race temperature (252 ° F). All hardnesses were in the range from
58 R c to 60 Re, which is on low end of the acceptable range for rolling-element
bearings. These temperatures are approaching the limits for the AISI 52100
material. (It is recommended and is common practice to use AISI M-50 for all
turbine engine main shaf' hcarings.)
Results with lll-size cylindrical roller bearings. - The bearings in this
group were from a helicopter turbine engine, in the rear compressor bearing
position Twelve bearings were tested simultaneously with four bearings in
each of three test heads. To complete the 1600 hour test timu for all 30 test bear-
ings, dummy bearings were used to make up the extra positions in thr rust head.
• ........... 111.....
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The measured outer-I'aee temperatures for these bearings were in the J'ang_,
from 220 ° to 245° F. The oil-out tcmperatare ranged from 205 ° to 220 ° F.
Twenty-nine test bearings completed tlle desired 1600 hour duration. One
bearing suffered a failure after only 16.3 hours. Subsequent detailed exami.,
nation of this be,tring indicated that the failure initiated as a roller fatigue
spall. Failure detection equipment did not detect the failure and shut down the
test rig. It was apparent that the roller spall propagated until more than half
the roller surface was severely spalled, eventually causing cage breakup and
subsequent severe damage to the other rollers and the raceways. Because of
the severely overrun condition of the spalled area on the suspected roller,
definite evidence of a material defect was not found. However, scanning elec-
tron microscope examination of the spalled area and metallographic sections
through the spalled area indicated that subsurface initiated rolling-element
fatigue was the primary failure. Since the microstructure and hardness of the
roller, in general, were typical of properly heat treated AISI M-50, it is sus-
pected that a stress concentration such as an inclusion or void was in the c_ i'dcal
area. Additionally, there was no evidence of roller skew or unusual end wear on
any rollers from this bearing.
It is concluded that this premature failure was not related to the restoring
by grinding p,'ocess. The process includes installing new rollers in the re--
stored bearing, and such new rollers are of a quality which would be installed
in new bearings. Thus, such "_failure could have occurred in a new bearing as
well as in this restored bearing.
The bearings that completed the 1600 hour tests were disassembled and
visually inspected. Initial examination with the unaided eye r,evealed the race-
ways in good condition, with roller tracks somewhat more apparent on the outer
raceways than on the inner raceways. Cages were in excellent condition with
the normal light wear or burnishing of the silver plating in the pockets anti the
inner race riding lands. The milers nearly all showed some circumferential
lines typically observed on tested roller bearings. The roller ends and the
inner race flange contacts were in exce]lent condition revenling ne significant
abn.:.rmid roller motion. Ilowever, in a few ut' the b_arings, the cage p-d<_'t
wear indicated a very slight amount of roller skewing, llm.,ever, the extent _,t
skewing does not appear to present a problem.
More detailed examination at low magnifit'ation (6×) of tim surlu(.(,s of rol!-
ers from several of the bearings revealed shalh_w surface distress or pitting
within the flat length ol the miler and generally toward the, h!end nf the, fiat length
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and the c.vown. The depth of the' pitting, as measured from surface profile traces
and mctallographic sections, was typically less than 0.0005 inch. Although the
inner and outer raceways showed some isolated evidence of very minor surface
distress, the damage was mainly limited to the roller surfaces.
Surface finist'es of the rollers and raceways were measured on 10 bearings
randomly chosen from the total lot of a0. The outer raceways measured either
4 or 5 pin. RMS in all cases. The roller cylindrical surfaces measured from
'" 4 to 6 pin. RMS. The inner raceway surfaces ranged from 3.5 pin. to 17 pin.
RMS. The engine manufacturer's drawing for this beaching specifies 10 _,ir.. or
better for these surfaces although bearing manufacturers typically finish to
better surfaces as indicated by the outer rn c__ewayand roller surfaces measured
here.
In all cases where the surface finish of the inner raceway equalled or ex-
ceeded the specified 10 pin., surface distress was observed on the rollers.
On two bearings, where inner raceway finishes were 6 and 7 pin. RMS, some
roller surface distress was observed. On the other bearings, where inner
raceways varied from ,_. 5 to 8 pin. I1MS, no roller surface distress was ob-
served.
The clastob.ydrodynamic (gilD) film thickness in the roller raceway contacts
was calculated using a high-speed roller bearing computer progran_ for the con-
ditions of these tests. The film thickness at both the ilmer and outer raceway
contacts is estimated to be 27 pin. An accepted criterion for the effectiveness
of the EHD film thickness in given conditions with given bearing surfaces is the
ratio of EHD film thickness to the composite surface roughness. This ratio is
often referred to as film thickness parameter or A. The composite surface
roughness is the square root of the sum of the squares of the surface finishes
of the two surfaces in contact.
For those bearings where the inner-race surface finish was 10 pin. RMS
or greater, A wa,_2.4orlcss. In the worst cases, A was qs low as 1.5.
Where A is less than ,_, it should be expected that some asperity contacts will
exist (refs. 17 and 18). The detrimental effects of this surfnce-lo-surface ¢,on-
! h'tcts is expectc, l to be further aggrawtted by skidding. At the eel3' low va(lia]
load of these tests, it is expected that some skidding exists, wherein the rollers
are orbiting at a speed less than epicyclic speed. Under these conditions of
skidding and low A, it may be expected that some Si_lrfa_,e damage would occur.
Thus, the surface distress observed on the rollers was apparently related to the
_ test conditions, and not attributed to the restoring by grinding pvoee.'_s.
7
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'l'h(, load and l(;lllp(,ratiii'l_ (.onditl(,ns fur 1.1i(,+,,-i(_I.l_ts n.l'(. (_tirrilt.tcs (,[ 11i<,.4(.
thaL fLtl(_ tlcaring (_×ll('ri[_n('t+'.'-; in the (:nl4inc. Thl. engine (.ondiliolis, ot (.OUl_l.,
art neither constant 11o1' easily (lctcrmine(I. \Vhcthcr the engine, conditions Ill'i,
such that surface distress wot,ld oc.cur, such as that observed on these Cost bear-
ings, is not known, but in _4ew of those test results, that possibility exists.
With the exception of some inner rac.eway surface finishes not meeting spec-
ifications, the endun.nce tests revealed no problems related to the respecting by
:: :. grinding process. Raceway surface finish deviations are occasionally found in
new bearings, so it is not a problem unique _o restored bearings.
Results with 2716-size angular-contact bal! bearing. - The bearings in ghis
: group were from triplexsetsof a helicopter.transmissioninputpinionbearing.
The tandem pair and preloadbearing ar1<nngementis shown in figure5. _I1"lirty
bearings were chosen at random from the tandem pairs of 30 triplexsets.
" Eight bearings were tested simultaneously with four bearings required for each
<.. test setup. In order to complete the 1600 hour duration for 30 bearings, addi-
tional bearings were chosen at random from the remaining bearings.
The measured outer-race temperatures for l_ese bearings were in the range
: from 185 ° to 195 ° F. Oil-out tempenlture ranged from 170 ° to 180 ° F.
After 1122 hours with one set of bearings, the inner rings of two a(llat'cnt
bearings began to turn on their shaft. They were removed and could not be
t. tested further. Their raceways, bails, and cage surfaces were in excellent
: condition. The bore diameters were within tolerances, but near maximum.
This fact, coupled with a shaft size ncar minimum apparently allowed an undo-
sirable fit situation with this particular bearing pair. Since the bores were
within tolerances, this failure could not be directly attributed to the restoring
process.
While running the last two bearings in the 30 bealing samples, an additional
- bearing, one of two which were used only as :slave bearings at the opposite end
of the test spindle, suffered a severe ball failure. Although this bearing was nc:t
one of the original random sample of 30 bearings, it was a bearing from the
30 restored triplex set,<_. Observation ot the failed bearing indicated that the bail
.. failure was due to a metallurgical defect in the ball and had no relation to tlw re-
storingprocess of the races.
8ilhsequent o the 1600 hour tests,the bearingswas disassembled and vis-
- ually inspccted. The inner raceway had visible running tracks lypical of boa rings
run under such conditions for extendc(t times. The outer raceways hall vlsllih,
tracks typical of ball hc,arings under combined radial an(I lhl'ust load c,',n(litl,,ns.
i,.__
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The general condition of all raceways, baU surfaces, and cage surfaces was ex-
cellent, with no indications of any detrimental effects of the restoring process.
General Comments
The results of ta_ program indicate that bearing restoration is technically
feasible. The experie,_ce gained from testing the three groups of bearings indi-
cate that the performance of the restored bearings are comparable to brand new
bearings. It was originally speculated that infant mortality of the restored bear-
ings would be eliminated or at least minimized, because those bearing raceways
which would have been inherently defective have been eliminated during field op-
eration. However, the one ball failure and one roller failure experienced on this
program indicate that hffant mortality can still be a problem because of poten-
tially defective new rolling elements. This problem would be no greater than
that currently being experienced. In other words, while restored bearings can
be expected to be comparable to newly manufactured bearings, it would be un-
realistic to assume that their group life potential would be greater.
A necessary element in the bearing restoration process is to assure proper
quality control of the restored bearings. Further, it is necessary to assure
manufacturing consistancy comparable to newly manufactured bearings. An addi-
tional element on the bearing restoration process is the assurance that a poten-
tial vendor's restoration process will not adversely affect the life or quality of a
bearing. As a result of the aforementioned AVSCOM and NASA jointly developed
a proposed "Specification for Restoring Bearings by Grinding _' which is included
as an appendix to this report.
The specification incorporates both the technical and quality assurance as-
pects which have been defined both in the bearing restoration program and recent
advances in rolling-element bearing state-of-the-art. The raw material and
melting specifications for rolling elements calls for VIM-VAR AISI M-50 and
VIM-VAR AISI 52100 assuring a longer rolling-element life potential then Js
currently being obtained. Ivlinimum grinding depths arc established but the
exact amounts are left to the discretion of the vendor. Hardness and surface
finish specifications are also tightened from previous AVSCOM practice, l_e-
search performed by the NASA indicates both factors to be critical to rolling-
clement bearing life and reliability. I{csult_ of the tests reported nert_in indi-
cate that surface distress duc to marginal elastohydrodynamic film thicknc.ss
with the existing bearing surface finishes is an inherent defect in current bearing
"'" I °_
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design specification as practiced by AVSCOM bearing suppliers.
The use of AISI M-50 steel is specified in aircraft bearings instead AISI
52100 because of the improved ability of the AISI M-50 steel to retain its hard-
ness at elevated temperatures. Unfortm_ately, when current bearing specifica-
tions are such as to set a minimum hardness of Rockwell C-59 at room ambient
temperature, the herdness of the material at bearing operating temperatures
of 250 ° F falls below acceptable values. This minimum hardness defeats the
use of the AISI M-50 steel and can result in premature bearing damage and
failure. As a result, the hardness criteria for the proposed specification is
tightened from that of current AVSCOM practice.
Material and part traceability is another important factor. The ability to
trace defective critical bearings in a system can be extremely important when
failures are experienced m the field. Traceability is not now being practiced
by the U.S. Army. A defective group of bearings or improperly processed or
heat treated steel can occur both in new, refurbished, or restored bearings.
Where the failure mode can cause a loss of an aircraft, it becomes extremely
important to be able to remove all such defective bearings from the military
aviation system. Presently, this cannot be accomplished.
Original equipment bearing vendors have a proven capability manufactur-
ing acceptable bearings for a given application. Not all potential vendors for
the restoration of aircraft quality ],earings have this proven record of bearing
manufacturing performance for aircraft quality bearings. This does not mean
that these vendors should be excluded from the aircraft bearing restoration.
As a result, the specification {appendix) requires that a prospective vendor
endurance test a 30 bearing lot of aircraft ball bearings restored in accordance
with this specification to qualify to restore ball bearings only. In addition, in
order to qualify for roller bearing restoration, the specification calls for the
vendor to endurance test a 30 bearing lot aircraft roller bearings. .On¢.e the,
vendor performs these tests, further testing will not be required. The original
equipment bearing vendor is exempt from this testing only for those bearings
which he has originally manufactured and subsequently restored. Should this ven-
dor decide to restore bearings of another manufacturer, the vendor would bc rc,-
quired to endurance test bearings to ensure the necessary life potential.
Quality control will be the responsibility of the military overhaul facility and
the vendor. Current qualitycontrolprocedures ifproperly enforced shouhl
resultin qualityequivalentto new bearingsbeing purchased,
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Evaluation of restored tapered-roller bearings has not be,on examined in
this program. However, there is no reason to believe that bearing restoration
by grinding, as described in this paper, could not be applied to tapered-roller
bearings which are manufactured from case-carburized steels.
! SUMMARY OF RESULTS
i .... ' A joint program was undertaken by the NASA Lewis Research Center and
the Army Aviation Systems Command to restore by grinding those rolling-element
._ bearings which are currently being discarded at aircraft engine and transmission
overhaul. Three bearing types were selected from the UH-1 helicopter engine
(T-53) and transmission for the pilot program. These bearings were a 210-size
: split-inner-ring ball bearing and a 111-size cylindrical roller bearing used on
the T-53 engine compressor shaft, and a 7216-size angular-contact ball bear-
_ ing triplex set frum the transmission input pinion shaft. Groups of each of these
bearings were visually and dimensionally inspected for suitability for restoration.
Restorable bearing yields were determined for each bearing type on the basis of
bearings (or sets) and on the basis of components (rings and separators).
i : Fifty of each of the split-inner ring ball bearing and the cylindrical roller
bearing and 50 triplex sets of the angular-contact ball bearing were restored.
t, The restoration included regrinding raceways, plating and regrinding bores,
•- outside diameters, and faces, stripping and replating separators, and install-
ing new oversize balls or rollers while maintaining clearances and external
- geometries and tolerances in accordance to original drawing specifications.
'" Endurance tests were performed on 30 of each of the three types of restored
:: bearings to verify that they will satisfactorily operate at speed, load, and htbri-
cation conditions typical of the respective application for a period of 1600 hours.
The bearings were subsequently disassembled and examined to determine the suc-
cess of the restoration and endurance test program. The following results were
obtained:
(i)No bearing failuresoccurred in the1600 hour endurance testswith all
" three types of bearings which could be related to the restoration by grindin_
process.
(2)The bearing failuresthatoccurred, both due to defectiverollingele-
ments, were typicalof"infant"failureswhich may occur innew bearings.
_- (3)The restorablecomponent yield(ringsand separators)was 98.2 percent
' " '.....,-,_qa ? percent for the cylindricalrollerfor the split-inner-m_lg oau u,_,,... _,, .
bearing, and 91.6 per¢'cnt for the triplex angular-contact ball bearing.
..°
...... I IIII ....... I
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APPENDIX
SPECIFICATION FOR RESTORING
BEARINGS BY GRINDING
1. SCOPE
1.1 Sco_e. This specification presents requirements for the restoration
by grinding of rolling-element bearings.
1.2 Definitions. For purposes of this specification, the following defini-
tions shall apply:
Rolling-element bearing - A rolling-element bearing is a bearing having an
inner race, an outer race, and a plurality of either balls, cylindrical rollers,
crowned rollers, or spherical rollers.
Rolling-element - A rolling element is either a ball, a cylindrical roller,
or a spherical roller.
Cage or separator - A cage or separator separates positions and/or re-
tains the rolling elements between the inner and outer raceway.
Restoration - The process of grinding raceways and replacing rolling ele-
ments in accordance with this specification.
Vendor - Contractor or bidder for restoring by grinding.
Purchaser - U.S. Government or its agencies unless otherwise specified.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents shall form a part of this specification where
applicable to the extent specified herein. Unless a specific issue is specified,
the latest revision shall apply.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER'S DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS
A EROSPA CE MA TERIA LS SP ECIFICA TION
AMS 6490 SteelBars, Forgings and Tubing
4.0 CR-4.25 Mo-I.0V (0.77-0.85C)
Premium Bearing Quality,
Consumable Electrode Vacuum Melted
AMS 6444D Bars, Forging, and Mech. Tubing
1.45 Cr (0.98-I.10C) Premium
Bearing ¢guality,Consumable
ElectrodeVacuum Melted
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AMS 2410E Plating-Silvcr, Nickel Strike,
High Bake
- AMS 2412E Plating-Silver, Copper Strike,
Low Bake
. AMS 2406E Plating-Chromium, Hard Deposit
• AMS 2404A Plating-Nickel, Elect,roless
• AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
i
ASME Life Adjustment Factors for Ball and Roller Bearings - An Engineering
! ..
; Design Guide, 1971.
:: ,
:. AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE
ANSI B46.1 Surface Texture
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS
7
ASTM El8 Rockwell Hardness and Rockwell
• Superficial Hardness of
Metallic Materials
ASTM Ell2 Average Grain Size of Metals
" MILITA RY
'" MIL-B-197 Bearing, Rolling element,
associated parts
3. REQUIREMENTS
:i 3.1 Inspection
3.1.1 All bearings for restoring shall be inspected by vendor prior to re-
storing at vendor's place of business and at vendor's cost.
..
3.1.1.1 All inspection and test procedures shall be in accordance with ASTM
methods unless otherwise agreed upon by the vendor and the purchaser. Wh,,rc
ASTM methods do not exist, the vendor shall submit inspection and test pro(_-
: dures to the purchaser for approval.
i 3.1.1.2 Th(, vendor shall inform the purchaser of the test and inspe(,tion
" procedures to be used. Once these procedures are esh_blishod they shall not
bc changed without prior approval in writing of the purchaser.
(-
.............................
i i I _:711711" II']lrl , 7----
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3.1.2 All bearing components for restoring except the J,olling clcmcnt,_ sh'd]
be visually, dimensionally, and hardness inspected in accordance with 3. l. 1
hercinabove.
3.2 Rejection
3.2.1 All bearing rolling elements shall be rejected without inspection.
3.2.2 Cages or separators not meeting original manufacturer's engineering
drawing dimenv, ions or specifications or exhibiting gross wear shall be re]coted.
All plating shall be removed from separators prior to inspection.
3.2.3 All _-aces having nicks, dents, or other damage on the raceway surface
extending to a depth greater than 0. 002 inch and/or whose hardness does not con-
form to original manufacturer's engineering drawing specifications shall be re-
jected.
3.2.4 Bearings which have been previously subjected to restoration by
grinding shall be rejected.
3.3 Raw Materials
3.3.1 AISI M-50 material supplied to this specification for rolling elements
shall conform to all requirements of AMS 6490 except as descrtbed in tl follow-
ing paragraphs.
3.3.1.1 The AISI M-50 steel supplied to this specification shall have the
following composition:
Carbon 0.80-0.85 Molybdenum 4.00-4.50
Silicon 0.15-0.35 Vanadium 0.90-1. l 0
Phosphorous 0.10-0.25 Nickel 0.10 max.
Sulfur 0. 015 max. Cobalt 0.25 ma,,.
Chromium 0. 010 max. Tungsten 0.25 max.
3.3.2 AISI 52100 material supplied to this specification for rolling elements
shall conform to all requirements of AMS 6444D except as described in the fol-
lowing pa ragraphs.
3.,_. 3 Materials other than those of paragraphs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 shall con-
form to applicable AMS requirements. If, however, AMS requirements do not
exist for the material, the material shall c_nform to the original bearing manu-
facturer's requirements.
.=
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:I.:; ,I Mf:ll.in/_ M(,thod- Mat(_)'ia] shalJ b_: [,)_)¢iu¢.(:d b,. '.:,,._;m jr,d_),:t_c:.
rri(.ltlrH4 lollow-d by va(:uum ('otl,_urnabJ(.. (:](_¢:trod(: .)'(.rn(-]lihIg. "]'hc vacuum (,r._,-
sumable electrode remelting process shall be c;q-)able of consistently producing
ingot that is uniform, yielding a billet free from voids and segregation, hx,lu-
sions shall not exceed the limits of AMS 6490. The critical vacuum arc, con-
sumable electrode remelting process variables shall be continuously monitored
and recorded by the melter, and in the event that they go beyond the established
limits, in an isolated instance, that area of the ingot shall not be used. The
established melting practices shall not be changed without informing the pur-
chaser and receiving approval in writing therefor.
3.4 Process Requirements
3.4.1 All raw material shall be procured only from sources approved by
the purchaser.
3.4.2 Vendor may chrome or nickel plate in accordance with the require-
ments of AMS 2406E or AMS 2404A, the bore surfaces of the inner rings and out-.
side diameter surfaces of the outer rings, face surfaces, and race land surfaces
with an alloy to restore these surfaces to original dimensions.
3.4.3 Vendor shall grind and superfinish raceway surfaces and flange sur-
faces on roller bearing races removing material from said surfaces to a depth
not less than 0. 002 inch nor more than the depth of maximum shear stress under
the maximum operational load conditions for the bearing. The vendor shall de-
fine the depth of maximum shear stress. The inner and outer raceways and
flanges shall be ground to equal depths.
3.4.4. Vendor shall install the correct number of new rolling elements in the
bea rings.
: 3.4.4.1 New balls installed in the bearing shall have a diameter equal to the
original ball diameter plus twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph 3,-t. a.
The original print IRC shall be mainmim:d
3.4.4.2 New rollers installed in the bearing shall have a diamct',r equal to
the original roller diameter plus twice the grinding depth spemficd in pal'agraph
3.4.3. The roller length shall be equal to the original roller length plus twic¢,
the g_'inding depth specified in parngraph 3 .t. 3. '11_(,origi_tl print IRC ,-.'lmll })(.
maintained.
3 ,t.,t. 3 Materzal for new balls or rollers to 1)¢' installed in the b(,aJ'lngs _h:_ll
conform to tht, spe(,ili(,ations inpara_)_tl)hs :_ :'), :',. 5. :_.7. and t.
:_. '3.4..l 4 \_t'1'c' specified by th(, original bearing manuIa¢'tu)'u, s('i):l)':llo)'>_
' shall be plated in ac(,ordan¢'e with AMS 2.t10 ¢)r AM,-_2,11'.2) as :tppl)('at)l(,
I
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:_.,1.5 \'rmdor shall inf_)rm thf. purchaser of all manufa(,turing p_Jee:._c.._
:_nd iJro(:_.du re._; an(I insp(_¢_,tion and quality control pr_ccdur¢,s used to produce
parts Io this specification and receive written tq)l)r()val from the pur(,haser
therefore. ()nee these practices are established, they shall not be changed
without informing the purchaser, and receiving prior approval in wrilhlg from
t
the purchaser thereto r.
3.5 Furnished Part Recluirements
..
3.5. i Hardness - All bearing rollers and bails shall have an average
hardness of Rockwell C62 to 64. All hardness values of these rolling elements
shall be in the range Rockw,,ll Cdl to 65. Race hardness shall be according to
original bearing manufacturer's specificationunless otherwise specifiedby the
purchaser.
3.5.2 Dimensions and ToleranL _s - All dimensions and tolerances shall
be in accordance with original manufacturer's engineering drawings and speci-
ficationse×cept as described in the following paragraphs.
- 3.5.2.1 All balls and l_oller dimenr!.ons shall be in accordance with para-
: graph 3.4.4.
3.5.2.2 hmer rac,:vays may have diameters lens than original specifica-
tions by an amount equal to twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph
- 3.4.2.3. Outer ra¢,:ways may have diamete, s greater than original spccifi-
•" cations by an a mount equal to twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph
3.4.3.
:, 3.5.2.3 _mceway groove radius shall be modified to reflect larger ball
diameter w._,ile maintaining the same confo_nity as in the original specifica-
tions.
3.5.2.4 Width between flange surfaces of ('ylindrical roller bearings shall
be ihcreased by an amount equal to twice the grinding depth specified in para-
graph 3.4.2.3 where applicable.
3.5.2.5 Internal radial and axial ch;arance, all other applicable internal
• geometry, and roller..to-race end cl_,aran('e as applicabl(, shall conform tc
.. o riginal bea ring manufactu ,'cr's spe:'ifi('ations.
3.5.3 Surface I_mlsh
3.5.3.1 The surfa('e finish of balls shall bc 2 micr,,in(.hc,s AA ur bcttt,r.
ball raceways shall be in accordance with original specifications o_' ))(,th,r.
o
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3.,_.,_.-The surfacefinishof rollersshallbe 6 microinch AA or bettor
on the O. D. and the ends. Roller raceways shallbe in accordance with original
specificationsor better'.
3.5.3.3 Raceway surfacefinishmeasurements shallbe made in the,axial
direction.
3.5.4 RetaincoAustenite- The re'rainedaustenitecontentshallnot cxc(;cd
3preccnt as measured in accordance with paragraph 4.3.1 hereinbelow.
3.6 Traceability
3.6.1 Vendor shall assign to each restot'cd bearing a number preceded by
':. the letter "R" and the vendors trade mark or symbol. This number shall be
marked on a face of each of the inner and outer .races.
3.6.2 Records shall be maintained by the vendor to provide traceability
for each new part to its corresponding heat treat lot, and heat of steel.
3.6.3 Records shall be maintained by vendor of all restored bearings by
original part number, restored bearing number, serial number, and date of
shipment for a period of 15 years from the date of shipment.
3.7 Material Record Requirements
3.7.1 Material identification record shall be retained by the bearing vendor
i for 15 years from the date of completion of the order. When requested by the
17 purchaser, the records shall be made available, for delivery within three wo rk-:i ing days. This record shall include, as a minimur_, the following infoln'nation:
(a) Forging vendor's certificate of test, as apglicablc
" (b) Purchase order number
(c) Specific heat treatment cycle used (forger m,'d/or bearing vendor)
(d) Numerical results of all required tests and inspections
(e) Macro and micro examination test results
(f) Heat number
(g) This specification number, CI,A:{S and revision number
3,8 Qualification Testing
3.8.1 A lot of ball and roller bearings restored in accordance with this
specification, where applicable, shall be tested by the vendor at no cost to pur-
_. chaser to establish the reliability of bearings restored according to the vendor':,
t manufacturing processes and procedures used to produce parts to this sp(,_.ifi-
cation except as noted in paragraph 3.s. 2 hereinbelow,
3.:_. 1.2 A ]ot of bearings for qualifi¢,ation testinR shall comprise nol l(,ss
t . than 30 bearings.
-------
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:_._,. I. ;+ 'r+,st (.ollt]ltlOn._; sh:lll reasonalJly (lup}Jcate in a test rig thos(: ma,\l ++
mum Sl)(,(.(I. lottd and tf_llilJC'l'itttIl'C' e.onditions t+, which tilt: bearing is subj(t(:tud
in [til'ul'aftqpplications. Bearing lubric'ttion'md lubricant shall be similar to
that in the aircraft application. Test Jul,ntionsha]] bc the aircraft 'IIBOtime
oi,the bearing L10 lifeca!eulatc(|in accordance with ASME methods which-
ever be the shortest duration.
3.8.1.4 All bearings in a lot shall run to the time specified in paragraph
3.8.1.3 hei'cinabove without failure in the raceways or cage. Should any bearing
or bearings failby lubrication starvation because of test rig failure, said bearing
or bearings shall be eliminated f1_)m the lot and other restored bearings substi-
tuted in their place.
3.8.2 Vendors Exempt from 3.8. I
3,8,2.1 Original vendor of proposed bearings to be restored are exempt
from pro_4sions of paragraph 3.8.1 but only to those specific bearing part num-
bers which said vendor manufactured.
3.8.2.2 Vendors who have i'estorcdbearings by grinding in accordance to
this specificationand which bearings have been tested in accordance with para-
graph 3.8. i inc]usive shall be exempt from further testingproviding the test
results and documentation are made available to purchaser.
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4. I General
4.1.1 All test procedures except as herein specified shall be in accordance
with ASTM methods unless otherwise agreed upon by the vendor and the pur-
chaser in writing.
.t. 1.1.1 The vendor shall inform lhe purchaser of the test and inspection
procedures to be used. ()nee these procedures arc established they shall not bc
changed without prior approval of the purchaser.
•l. 1.2 Samples, l'epresenk_tive of the shatx' alld size of ca(.h fol'gillg ;tlld
which have been processed through all forging Ol)emtions along witi_ the parts
they l'epresent, shall be tested to show conformance tc the rt_luJ rt,lll(=llts of this
specifiuation, The frc(luency and lh,, nunll)cr :lnd lypes c,f it,sis shall })t, per-.
fo rmed to the rcqulrt,m(,nts ot a Quallly ('{)ntml l}lan ;ll)l,l'(we(I })y th(, i_u rch_lst, r.
.t. 1.3 1.'inishe(I parts shall be periodiually ('ut-up and l,,st(,(I t,) '.i_t, re(luir( '-.
mcnts of this sp(,cificati()n. 'l'be tru(tuunc,v of testing anti lh(, numb(,r an(I l.vp(,s
of tests shall bt, p(,rt'nrn}c(1 Io th(, r{_ttllrt'm('nls r)l a _,_tiallly ('r)nlp,)l I'l:in gtl)-
pl_vcd by th{-, pur(,has,,r
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i,2 (;r:tin Size
,t.2.1 (;rain sizt:.'shall b¢,det(,rmincdperASTM 1%12 (;n samples repro,-,
senth_g each heat treat lot of material. For referee tests, grain size shall be
determined by comparison of a polished and (;tched specimen with the chart in
ASTM E112.
4.3 Retained Austenite
: 4.3.1 Retained austenitc shall be determined by x-ray diffraction techniques
unless otherwise appreved by the purchaser. If methods other than x-ray dif-
fraction.are used, the method shall be calibrated to and show agreement with
x- ray diffraction measurement.
4.4 Hardness
4.4.1 Hardness tests shall be conducted in accordance with ASTM El8.
4.5 Surface Fimsh
4.5.1 Surface finish shall be determined in accordance with ANSI B46.1.
5. PREPARATION FOR DEIAVERY
5.1 Packing
5.1.1 / 1! parts shall be suitably packed in accordance with MIL-B-197 to
prevent damage or loss in shipment. ((:lass of preservation shall be specified
by vendor. )
5.2 Marking
5.2.1 Each shipment shall be legibly marked, as a minimum with the put--
chase order number, manufacturer's name, part name, and part identification
numbers.
6. NOTES
6.1 Classification ef Characteristics
CRITICAL: 32.3, 3.4,3, 3,4.4,1, 3.44,3, and 3.5.1
I%£AJOR: 3.5.2 and 3.5.3
MINOR: Al! other paragraphs
i I | _ -I
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'FABLE I. - BEAItING [DI.:NTII"I('ATION AND SPI,:CII"ICATION
Bearing 210-Size split-inner Ill-.Size cylindrical 7216-Size angular--
rin?; ball bea ring roller bea ring contact ball bearing
Federal stock 3110- 727-3032 3110-071.456_ 3110-135..2603
number
Component part 1-300-015-.04 l-300-. 176-,03 205-040-246-3
number _1-.300-.176..04)
Tolerance ABEC-5 tlBEC-.5 ABEC-5
Contact angle 27° to 30_' -............................ 25 °
Bearing steel AISI 52100 AISI M-50 AISI M-50
Number of 1.t 16 120) 15
rolling
elements
Cage Bronze Ste_,l II)r(n zc) Steel
material
Cage type On¢, prate. ] ()n,'i ,_','.. One pic.c¢.',
inne t" _:lCI ] into, r-i_and lnner.-landriding r,._h_/ riding
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i'I'ABI,I_2 II. - llI.2S'I'()IL.kBI.I.; I_I,2AIIlN(; YII.:LI)
210-Size split-inner ll]-.Size cylindrical 9216-Size angular
ring ball bearin_ roller bearing contact ball bear-
ing triplex sets
Number of bea rings 150 121 86
(or sets) for in-
spection
Number of bearings 145 114 55
(or sets) restor-
able
Restorable bearing 96.7 94.2 64.0
yield, percent
Number of re._tvr - -t.42 351 701 _
able components
Restorable tom- 98.2 96.7 91.6
ponent yield,
percent
The 86 triplex sets included 765 components, since three bearings from two sets
were not returned from the, overhaul depot for inspection.
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TABLE III. - ENDURANCE TEST CONDITIONS
Bearing 210-Size split-inner lll.-Size cylindrical 7216-Size angular-
ring ball bearing roller bearing contact ball bearing
Spindle speed, rpm 24 000 24 000 6600
Radial load, lb 0 100 1905
• Thrust load, lb 450 0 2564
Lubricant inlet 195i5 195:_.5 150±10
temperature, OF
Lubricant flow 0.38±0. 043 0.38---0. 043 2.1+0.3
rate, gpm
. Sump capacity, 4 4 12
- gal
- Number bearings 4 4 8
b - per sump
Lubricant change 100 100 600
interval, hr
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Figure 1. - Fatiguecrack emanatingfrom an inclusion. Figure 2. - Typicalfatigue spall in bearing race.
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Figure 3. - 2tO-size split-inner-ring Figure 4. - Ill-size cylindrical roller
bail bearing, bearing.
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Figure 5. -7716sileangularcunlactballhear=rig
triplex_.
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Figure6. - Relativevalueofshearingstressasfunction
ofdepthbelowrolling-elementsurface.
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